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I spent two semesters in Dundee, from September 2016 until May 2017. I applied for the place at the Department 

of Political Sciences who offered a couple of “Restplätze” for open application. The application procedure was 

relatively complex, I was required to hand in a lot of documents (motivation letter, reference letter etc.) and I 

needed various signatures, thus I recommend to not do everything at the last minute. The University of Dundee is 

extremely well prepared for exchange students, the staff is really helpful and normally emails were replied within 

one day. Before my arrival I was required to choose the courses I wanted to take, but I was allowed to change 

them during the first two weeks of the semester. The points system for the courses in Dundee is quite different, 

you receive about 20-30 Scottish credits for each course, which is equivalent to 10-15 ECTS. I decided to do two 

courses in the first semester and three courses in the second semester as well as a yearlong evening language 

course. In my case the workload was quite doable, though I did more courses than normally required I had still 

less work than I was used to have at the UCF.  

When I arrived I stayed a couple of days at a couch surfers´ place and started to look for a flat. I highly 

recommend to rent a private accommodation, since students housing is much more expensive, it costs almost 

twice as much as a normal flat. I searched on the website gumtree.com for a shared flat and quickly found a place 

to stay, a flat I shared with two Scottish girls. Dundee is in general a rather economic place to live In the UK, I 

payed about 280£ per month.  

In the Fresher´s week the University provided many services which supported me to get settled, you can register 

for a medical center and a dentist, for the case you require medical care during your exchange. You can further 

make a date to open a bank account and get to know the library and the campus on guided tours. I also met my 

supervisor who was really welcoming and we spoke about my course choice, she supported me with paperwork 

and introduced me to university policies. During the whole year I always contacted her for any questions I had. 

There was furthermore the so called Freshers´ Fair which took place, an event in which all the student societies 

had a stand to present themselves and to recruit new members. At Dundee University there is an incredible 

amount of student societies, for any sport from football to sailing, for political issues like women rights or the 

Palestine-Israel conflict and for free time activities such as board games or gardening students organize 

themselves in societies. I signed up for the football team, went to the fresher’s training and started playing from 

the very first week on. I really enjoyed the training sessions and the matches and grew really close to the team, 

which also organized a lot of activities, such as nights out or a weekend away. When I registered for the football 

team I also included the use of the gym, for which I only had to pay a small extra fee. The university gym offers 

a lot of different facilities, you can rent pitches to play indoor football, badminton, basketball etc. You can use 

the typical gym equipment, participate in different courses (Cardio, Zumba etc) and there is also a swimming 

pool and sauna.  

I also signed up for the Amnesty International Society. This was a rather small society, at the weekly group 

meeting we were only between 4-8 people, but I also enjoyed helping to organize some events such as a pub 

quiz, bake sales, open stages, and film screenings to raise some money. For me the Freshers´ Fair was a great 

opportunity to get involved in university groups and to get to know people.  

During other events of this first week I also got to know the people who would become my closest friends in 

Dundee. There were special events for foreign students where I got to know other internationals. In the end my 

group of friends only consisted of Spanish, German, Peruvian and Argentinean people and my contact to locals 

was limited to my football team and the Amnesty society. 

My exchange with peers of University courses did never extent beyond the stage of small talk, which I found 

quite frustrating especially in the beginning. All the courses did neither require a lot of attendance nor intensive 

group work, which was why I did not spend a lot of time with class mates in general. Academically, I was 

mainly satisfied with the seminars and lectures. The University of Dundee offers a quite broad range and variety 

of courses of political sciences and I could choose courses from the second, third and fourth year. I further 

enjoyed that not only students but also the teaching staff was international. My experience with lecturers and 

seminar instructors was really good, they always offered help in advance to any coursework and we always 

received extensive feedback on our essays. I was not too happy about the nature of the exams. All exams I wrote 



consisted of 8 questions wherefrom I had to answer two in form of an essay in two hours of time. Additionally to 

the politics courses I also participated in a course of Social Work. The application for this course was easy; I 

only had to get the permission of the Social Work faculty. Thus, if you want to do any other courses than those 

of your exchange faculty do not hesitate to ask your supervisor.  

The University of Dundee is a Campus University, all facilities, the library, lecture halls, the cafeteria, a little 

supermarket and the gym are located close to the city centre, about 5 minutes walk. The culinary supply is one 

thing the campus definitively misses. Many people eat sandwiches, wraps or pizzas for lunch, the only things 

which are available in the cafeterias. And though the food is not really good, it is rather expensive. I usually used 

to cook and bring my own food. 

Dundee itself is a rather small and poor city. You can find anything you need, like different shops and 

supermarkets and so on. But most of my free time and cultural activities were offered by and took place at the 

university. The city itself offers a rather limited variety of places to visit and things to do, I only went frequently 

to the alternative cinema. What you can find a lot are pubs and bars, there are many nice places to have a beer or 

a cider and on weekends you have a pretty vivid nightlife. Drinking in public is illegal, though I experienced the 

police to be really polite. From Dundee you can visit Edinburgh (about 2 h in bus) or Glasgow (2:30 h in bus), 

cities where you find much more to explore and which are definitively worse a couple of visits. Buses are in 

general cheaper than the train. 

As I am a friend of mountain biking and hiking Dundee was also a nice location to do some outdoor sports. 

Within the city I could get along well with my bicycle but in the surrounding there are also some nice trails and 

villages to visit. To get further north into the highlands we always rented a car and stayed for two or more nights, 

on camping sites or in holiday houses. To rent a car it is much more expensive if you are below 25, so you 

should watch out for friends who are old enough to drive for the usual prices ;).  

Altogether I am happy that I chose Dundee for my Erasmus year. The city is alright, the university is satisfying, 

and I am particularly happy, because of the people I met and the friends I made. Scotland is definitively a nice 

place to be, culturally and of course scenically and in Dundee one can find many people from all over the world.  

 

 

 
 

 




